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Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

Canadian Dreams (M-ID: 2495)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/2495-canadian-dreams

from €5,795.00
Dates and duration (days)
On request
11 days
08/09/2024 - 08/19/2024 11 days

The spectacular motorcycle tour through Canada.
As the second largest country on earth, Canada has a lot to offer - exciting cities paired with
breathtaking, untamed flora and fauna. Crystal clear mountain lakes, endless forests and
picturesque landscapes as far as the eye can see.

A true paradise for nature lovers. Have you also been
dreaming for a long time to experience the impressive
Canada live on a motorcycle tour? With this motorcycle tour
you can make your Canadian Dream come true. Our tour
guides will show you the most beautiful corners on the
route through the Canadian West, from the Rockies to
Vancouver. Come with us on an unforgettable trip and
create lasting memories!

Motorcycles from Harley-Davidson® - the perfect
companion for touring Canada:

The satisfaction of our customers is our top priority. That's
why we place particular emphasis on optimal equipment
when selecting the available motorcycles. So that you are
always comfortable and safe in your saddle during the
entire route, you can rent top motorcycles from Harley-
Davidson® of the Grand Touring class from us. The
machines are very well balanced and offer plenty of space
in the top case and saddlebags. This makes them the ideal
companion for our tours through Canada. For more
information, please see "Motorcycles on this tour".

Tour itinerary:

Day 01: Arrival in Vancouver

Welcome to Vancouver. Your arrival is individual. If you
have contracted us to organize your flights and transfers,
we will be waiting for you at the airport. Otherwise we will
meet later at the hotel. In the evening, the first meeting of
all participants with your tour guide will take place at the
first tour hotel in downtown Vancouver for a "Welcome
drink" followed by a discussion about the tour schedule and

lots of "Vancouver tips". Afterwards, the rest of the evening
is at your leisure. Overnight stay in Vancouver.

Day 02: Vancouver - Free day

This day is at your free disposal. Rest or take a city tour in
this beautiful metropolis. We recommend visiting the
famous Stanley Park, Gastown and Canada Place.
Overnight stay in Vancouver.

Day 03: Vancouver - Osoyoos (approx. 400 km)

First thing in the morning we load the support vehicle and
organize the transfer to the rental station to take over the
bikes. Afterwards it's time to leave the metropolis and head
for the mountains. The beginning of our tour is on the
Trans-Canada Highway, where we get a first impression of
the Canadian rivers and later the forests. An interesting
stop is the small town of Hope, which served as the filming
location for the "Rambo" movies. Here we change to British
Columbia Highway 3 and ride through picturesque
Princeton and reach the southern part of the Okanagan
Valley. Today's destination is very close to the American
border and is called Osoyoos. Among other things, you can
taste the delicious wine of the NK'MIP Indians here.
Overnight stay in Osoyoos.

Day 04: Osoyoos - Penticton - Revelstoke (approx. 325 km)

The lakes are getting bigger. First we pass Skaha Lake and
Penticton. Our next companion will be half of Okanagan
Lake (about 135 km long and 4-5km wide). We will cross
the beautiful Okanagan Valley, pass through Kelowna and
then along Kalamalka Lake through Vernon. Vernon is a
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tremendously diverse natural paradise. Here you will find
alpine meadows, temperate rainforest, fields, orchards and
small farms. At the small harbor town of Sicamous we
rejoin the Trans-Canada Highway and reach the destination
of today's stage - Revelstoke. This famous place is very
deeply connected with the railroad history of Canada.
Overnight stay in Revelstoke.

Day 05: Revelstoke - Banff (approx. 285 km)

The altitude and vastness of Canada open up on the
onward journey. The Trans-Canada Highway takes us
through Revelstroke National Park, which is characterized
by both rainforest and bizarre glacier formations. As the
next natural wonder, we ride through steep mountain
ranges, the narrow valleys and diverse glaciers of Glacier
National Park, which is also known for its cave system.
Passing the railroad town of Golden, we set course for the
Rocky Mountains and the land of the bears. We stop at
another engineering masterpiece along the way: the Spiral
Tunnels. These are two helical tunnels on the
transcontinental rail line of the Canadian Pacific Railway
(CPR). Our final destination today is legendary Banff.
Overnight stay in Banff.

Day 06: Rest day in Banff

Here you have the opportunity to stroll along Banff Avenue
and hunt for souvenirs or ride out to Lake Louise and
Moraine Lake. In the evening you can find us in one of the
numerous pubs. Overnight stay in Banff.

Day 07: Banff - Jasper (approx. 290 km)

One of the world's dream roads is waiting for us today: the
Icefields Parkway, the heart of the Canadian Rocky
Mountains. On this route, in addition to other national
parks, is the world famous Athabasca Glacier, a glacier 6
kilometers long. Direct access here is only possible with
special snow buses. The route takes us over more
spectacular peaks over three thousand meters with
numerous glaciers, bright blue lakes and wild rivers will
make this day unforgettable. Overnight stay in Jasper.

Day 08: Jasper - Clearwater (approx. 350 km)

Over the Yellowhead Pass we ride to Mount Robson - with
its 3.954 meters height the king of the Canadian Rocky
Mountains. An unforgettable boat trip at the Blue River into
the wild mountain and animal world awaits us. Here we
have taken the most beautiful wildlife pictures in recent
years. Overnight stay in the Clearwater area.

Day 09: Clearwater - Whistler (approx. 400 km)

We leave the Rockies and ride through varied landscapes
and follow the rivers into the Westcoast Mountains. We
spend the evening in the Olympic town of Whistler with its
numerous restaurants and stores.

Day 10: Whistler - Vancouver (approx. 150 km)

In the early afternoon we reach Vancouver again. The first
thing to do is to return the motorcycle and then transfer to
the hotel. The evening in the metropolis is at your free
disposal. Overnight stay in Vancouver.

Day 11: Vancouver - Frankfurt

Your Canadian dream trip ends here. You have the option of
an extension in Vancouver, or a rental car and an extension
for example in Seattle and back again. If you have no
further plans, then fly back home today.

Day 12: Arrival in Germany
End of this dream tour.

- Route/accommodations/services are subject to change. -
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Countries Canada

Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Onroad

Vehicle motorcycle rent incl.

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Ferry no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) yes

Level of difficulty medium

difficult

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider in shared twin/double room €5,795.00

per pillion passenger in shared twin/double room (pillion passengers cannot book
without an accompanying rider)

€3,795.00

per rider in single room €7,195.00

Surcharge for Grand Touring class motorcycles €200.00

Included

10 nights in motels/hotels according to itinerary

9 days motorcycle rental (only in Grand Touring class 200 € surcharge per motorcycle )

Welcome drink

Breakfast, if the hotels offer it (We would like to point out that breakfast as an included service is not a matter
of course in American or Canadian hotels. There are many different varieties of breakfast. Some hotels offer
coffee and some kind of roll, toast or a piece of cake, plus maybe some jam. If you are lucky there is some fruit
or dairy products. Other hotels only offer coffee with a coffee maker in the room and nothing else. Some
hotels, on the other hand, offer a varied breakfast. Many hotels decide in the middle of the season to launch
this service, to abolish it or even to change it. In general, everywhere there is a possibility to buy breakfast for
little money. We write the services as: partly breakfast, because we can not guarantee which hotel all of a
sudden decides for it or against it).

Transfers from the tour hotel to the rental station and back from the rental station to the tour hotel at the end
of the tour

All free miles

VIP-ZERO-Versicherung

Additional driver
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Local taxes

Saddlebags and locks

Guaranteed one model from the booked class/category (motorcycle model guarantee can be booked on
request and for an additional charge).

VIP check in for the rental of the machines

TOP PROTECTION: No deductible in case of damage to your machine (Legal liability insurance of approx. CAD
10,000-30,000 (depending on the state) as well as the additional liability insurance of EUR 2 million are
included in the travel price . In addition, the EVIP-ZERO insurance is included in the travel price. The deductible
on site in case of a theft is 1000 USD. In this case you will have to pay this amount first on the spot. After the
tour you will submit the necessary documents to our German insurer (Allianz). After verification of the
documents you will be reimbursed by our German insurer).

TOP PROTECTION: Flat tire protection (tire repair & labor are included as well as towing costs up to $100.)

EXTRA TOP PROTECTION: 2 Mio EUR additional liability insurance

High season surcharges

DOT approved half shell helmets for rider and pillion passenger

German speaking tour guide from/to Vancouver by our experienced Canada connoisseurs

Support vehicle during the entire motorcycle tour

Luggage transfer during the tour 1 piece of luggage of 23 kg each plus one small piece of hand luggage (We
would like to ask you to refrain from using hard-shell suitcases, because they cause problems during transport
in the escort vehicle)

Exclusive tour t-shirt

Tour package with maps and guide per rider

Link to free download of tour pictures/videos as a reminder

Not included

Everything that is not specified under included services

Flights

Airport transfers

Expenditure of personal needs

Travel cancellation insurance, international health insurance

Gasoline

Entrance fees for the attractions or parks or ferries

Tips

Everything that is not specified under included services

Additional bookable services:

Flights ex Europe (daily prices, bookable only on request).

50% discount on transfers if you book your flights through us.

Surcharge in the amount of 200 € per motorcycle in the Grand Touring class.
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The motorcycle model warranty can be booked on request for an additional charge (125 EUR).

More details

Duration: 12 days

Total distance: 2250 km

Minimum number of participants: 12 persons (including pillion riders). We have not yet had to do this, but: if the
minimum number of participants is not reached, we reserve the right to cancel the tour up to four weeks before
the start of the tour. Alternatively, the tour can be carried out with only one tour guide in the escort vehicle in
order to avoid a tour cancellation (if it is calculable for us).

Maximum participants: 16 people (including pillion riders)

-

Motorcycles on this tour:

Please note: Not all types are available at all motorcycle stations. As we are not the direct service provider for
the motorcycles, we cannot guarantee for the "first motorcycle wish".

So that everything is clear in advance: Our partner requires the specification of a substitute desired machine
mandatory at the time of booking and gives us a MOTORCYCLE CLASS GUARANTEE. This means that we will
confirm your initial request (if available on the day of booking) and as an alternative a guarantee within the
booked / requested category.

Class mix in booking is not allowed.

OPTIONAL MOTORCYCLE MODEL GUARANTEE: If the desired model is available, our partner will confirm the
booking for the desired model, however, he reserves the right to offer an alternative model from the same
category, if your desired model is not available. This can happen, for example, if the previous renter returned
the motorcycle with damage. If choosing a specific model is very important to you, then this model will be
guaranteed to you for an extra charge of 105 EUR per rental.

In the unlikely event that this service does not work out on the spot, you will get a motorcycle from the same
category and the fee will immediately be returned to you.

-

Motorcycles at our partner - the motorcycles in the overview sorted by classes:

GRAND TOURING CLASS: These Harley-Davidson® models are best equipped for longer rides or multi-day
trips. All Touring Class machines are equipped with very comfortable seat backs for the pillion passenger.
These American motorcycles are very well balanced and easy to ride for an experienced rider. They offer plenty
of space in the saddlebags and top case. Please note: the models of this class can be booked with an extra
charge for the rider. You will find the exact amount in the inclusive services of your tour:

Harley-Davidson® Electra Glide® Ultra

Harley-Davidson® Street Glide® Grand Touring

TOURING CLASS: These Harley-Davidson® models are also equipped for longer rides or multi-day trips. All
Touring Class machines are equipped with comfortable seat backs for the passenger, but without the top case
and touring seats. These American motorcycles are very well balanced and easy to ride for an experienced
rider. They offer plenty of space in the saddlebags:

Harley-Davidson® Street Glide®

Harley-Davidson® Road Glide®

CLASSIC CLASS: The quintessence of American bikes. These models have become famous through movies
and enthusiasts around the world. Very easy to ride for people who are used to a smaller machine, sport or
sport-touring at home. Almost all models available with pillion backrest and windscreen. Excellent for long
rides and tours, weekend rides, day trips and city rides:
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Harley-Davidson® Road King®

Harley-Davidson® Heritage Softail®

TRIKE CLASS: Some tours can also be ridden on a HARLEY DAVIDSON® TRI-GLIDE® ULTRA for an additional
charge (depending on the station from 120 EUR/rental day). Appropriate experience is a basic requirement.
Very limited availability of maximum 1-2 trikes per station. Not available everywhere. Please send us your
request:

Harley-Davidson®TRI-Glide® Ultra

Important to know:

A valid credit card (VISA / MASTERCARD or American Express) is required for the motorcycle pick-up. Deposit:
100 USD. The deposit can only be paid by credit card.

Entry requirements: Please pay attention to the current applicable entry regulations in the USA.

An honest word among bikers:

With the next lines we would like to prepare you in the best way for the adventure of your life. You are either
about to book one of the most beautiful types of travel, or you have already done so. The biggest difference
between our type of holiday and a general package tour is that you are actively involved. Riding a motorcycle is
one of the best things in life. At least for us bikers. The focus of the trip is motorcycling through unique
landscapes. We have designed the programs in such a way that both riding fun and experience are present in
sufficient quantity. Team spirit and adaptation in the group are absolutely necessary just as you need to bring a
certain basic fitness and experience so that we can reach the destination together happy and healthy. If you
have any doubts about your health, fitness or experience levels, please contact us beforehand. We want to
achieve the best holiday experience for you too. The daily stages are on average 250 - 400 kilometers long.
That sounds a lot, but it can't be compared to the same route in Europe, considering that there are often 80
kilometers without passing through a town and a whole day without traffic lights during the program. There are
also hardly any traffic jams. We are rarely in the saddle for more than five hours throughout the day. We reach
our daily destination between 4 - 6 p.m., depending on the season. Depending on the weather and daily
temperatures, it can happen that we have to leave a little earlier or reach our daily destination later. However, if
we want to experience a picture book sunset with full intention, it will be a little later.

Insurance:

We generally recommend that you take out travel cancellation insurance.

Upon request:

1/2 double rooms can be booked upon request. If a 1/2 double room is already available, we will confirm t to
you in your booking. If the 1/2 double room is not available at that very moment, then we will confirm a single
room first. As soon as we have a booking for the second half of the room, we will immediately credit you the
single room surcharge.

The entry requirements for Canada:

Please note that we are not an official agency of Canada and cannot make any binding or official statements
on the subject of entry. We have researched to the best of our knowledge and provide you with all important
information.

-

NEW: Electronic Travel Authorization (eTA) and ArriveCAN app

Similar to USA, Canada has also established a new entry requirement known as eTA. This applies to visa-free
entry to Canada by air for holders of foreign passports. Exceptions are US citizens and travelers with a valid
visa. Entry requirements for other modes of entry (sea, land), have not changed to date.

Prior to entry, all Canada entrants must register via the ArriveCAN app. Use of the app is mandatory.

-
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